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ABSTRACT
Items from a database are often ranked based on a combi-
nation of criteria. The weight given to each criterion in the
combination can greatly affect the ranking produced. Often,
a user may have a general sense of the relative importance of
the different criteria, but beyond this may have the flexibility,
within limits, to choose combinations that weigh these cri-
teria differently with an acceptable region. We demonstrate
MithraRanking, a system that helps users choose criterion
weights that lead to “better” rankings in terms of having
desirable properties while remaining within the acceptable
region. The goodness properties we focus on are stability
and fairness.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Weoften need to rank items based onmore than one criterion.
One common way to accomplish this is to assign a score to
each item as a weighted sum of attribute values, for each
attribute that represents a criterion of interest. Thereafter,
items are easily ranked based on scores.

Weighted linear combinations of attribute values are straight-
forward to compute and easy to understand [4]. However,
the specific weights chosen have a huge impact on the score
and hence rank for an item: the way the attributes are com-
bined into the score determines the ranking, and may highly
impact decisions that take these rankings into account. The
decisionsmay in turn impact the lives of individuals and even
influence societal policies. For this reason, as argued in [11],
it is essential to make the development and deployment of
rankings transparent and otherwise principled.

Many sports use ranking schemes. An example is the FIFA
World Ranking of national soccer teams based on recent per-
formance. FIFA uses these rankings as “a reliable measure
for comparing national A-teams” [7]. Despite the trust of
FIFA in these rankings, there have been many critics who
question their validity. University rankings is another exam-
ple that is both prominent and often contested [8]: various
entities, such as U.S. News and World Report, Times Higher
Education, and QS, produce such rankings. Similarly, many
funding agencies compute a score for a research proposal as
a weighted sum of scores of its attributes. These rankings
are, once again, impactful, yet heavily criticized.
A more serious example is the use of risk tools in the

criminal justice system: Judges in many US jurisdictions
consider recidivism scores assigned to individuals, computed
based on their criminal record and background, as guidance
when sentencing or setting bail. While little is known about
how these systems operate, a prominent example, The Public
Safety Assessment (PSA) — used in courts in several US states
— computes the score of an individual as a weighted sum
of features1. An investigation by ProPublica showed that

1https://www.psapretrial.org/about/factors
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recidivism scores can exhibit strong racial bias, based on
analyzing another commonly used tool, COMPAS [1].

In criminal justice a risk tool is used to assist in making a
decision for one individual at a time, and so, strictly speaking,
systems like PSA and COMPAS cannot be considered rankers.
However, COMPAS was originally intended to provide ser-
vices and positive interventions, under resource constraints.
That is, a score computed by COMPAS would then be used
to rank individuals to prioritize access to services. Risk tools
are also commonly used in domains like lending and online
advertising, where ranking is important.
Many other impactful examples can be mentioned, such

as a company that evaluates its employees to promote some
and let go some others, and a college admissions officer who
decides to admit a small portion of the applicants.

Surprisingly, despite the enormous impact of score-based
rankers, attribute weights are usually assigned in an ad-hoc
manner, based only on intuitive reasoning and common-
sense of the human designers. For instance, in the case of
FIFA rankings, the scoring formula combines the past four
years of performance of each team as x1+0.5x2+0.3x3+0.2x4,
where xi is the team’s performance in the past ith year. Of
course, the designers tried to come up with a set of weights
that make sense. For them 0.98x1 + 0.51x2 + 0.29x3 + 0.192x4
would probably be equally acceptable, since the weight val-
ues are virtually identical: they choose the former formula
simply because round numbers are more intuitive.
In a recent paper [2] we showed that small changes in

attribute weights may impact the ranking of some teams.
In the case of FIFA rankings, at least the formula is fixed
and does not change over time. In other cases, scoring for-
mula weights may change over time. For example, U.S. News
chooses slightly different weights for university rankings
from year to year, raising concerns about whether the scor-
ing formula is meaningful, or whether it is deliberately tuned.
Malcolm Gladwell nicely described this issue in [8].

This demonstration presents MithraRanking, a system for
responsible ranking design. MithraRanking provides a user
interface in which the user can (i) identify a dataset of items
to be ranked, (ii) set up the goodness criteria, (iii) provide a
weight vector as the initial ranking function, and (iv) specify
an acceptable range of functions, in the form of a region
of interest in weight space. Then, the system investigates
the generated ranking in terms of the specified goodness
criteria and, if needed, makes suggestions (within the region
of interest) that better satisfy the desired goodness criteria.

The MithraRanking framework is designed to be extensi-
ble to accommodate a wide variety of goodness metrics. In
the current system, we have focused on two specific classes
of properties: fairness and stability.

Fairness is a complex concept, with a number of different
possible definitions. We consider group fairness with respect
to membership in a protected group, based, for example,
on minority race or underrepresented gender, where group
membership is readily ascertained by looking at an attribute
value [9]. For a given rank cut-off point k , we wish to ensure
that the number of protected group members ranked among
the top-k is proportional to their representation in the entire
population, or to their desired proportion in the output (as
is the case in affirmative action interventions).

Stability of a ranking specifies that slight changes to at-
tribute weights in the scoring formula should not signifi-
cantly perturb the ranked order. We worry about unstable
rankings because such rankings are not robust, and so may
be prone to tuning and manipulation by a vendor.

We studied fairness and stability properties of score-based
rankers in depth in [3] and [2], respectively. We leverage the
algorithms developed in these papers for MithraRanking.

The key technical idea is to express each scoring function
as a point in a multi-dimensional weight space. In [3] and [2]
we show how to efficiently identify regions in this space that
satisfy fairness and stability criteria. Using this identifica-
tion method, our system is able to tell users whether their
proposed scoring function satisfies the desired criteria and,
if it does not, to suggest the smallest modification that does.
We use sampling exploration and Monte Carlo estimation
algorithms for generating these suggestions. Our extensive
experiments on real datasets demonstrate that our methods
are able to find solutions that satisfy fairness and stability
criteria effectively (usually with only small changes to pro-
posed weight vectors) and efficiently (in interactive time,
after some initial pre-processing).

In the following, we first describe the architecture and the
UI of MithraRanking, followed by a demonstration plan.

2 SYSTEM DETAILS
2.1 Architecture and Implementation
MithraRanking is a Web application. The user uploads a
dataset, or chooses among available datasets, and specifies
fairness criteria and ranking attributes. She then identifies
a region of interest (as an initial weight vector and a cosine
similarity bound). The system then ranks the data based on
the specified ranking function and checks if the ranking sat-
isfies the fairness criteria. Then, it draws unbiased function
samples (using the method in [2]) from the region of interest
to estimate the stability of the generated ranking. It also uses
the samples for finding the most stable rankings in the region
of interest, the “closest” fair function in the neighborhood
of the input function, and a function (not necessarily the
closest) that generates a fair and more stable ranking. The



Figure 1: MithraRanking: User Interface
user can then accept any of those suggestions and change
the ranking accordingly.
It is possible that no acceptable function is found even

after exhausting the sampling budget, either because such a
function does not exist in the specified region, or because the
function exists but the sampling did not find it. The system
allows the user to (i) try again by taking more samples, (ii) in-
crease the region of interest by reducing the cosine similarity
requirement between the input and suggested functions, (iii)
change the input function to a different meaningful function,
(iv) relax the fairness criteria, or (v) conclude that the dataset
is not a good fit for this task.
MithraRanking is implemented using Python 2.7.10. To

build the Web service, we used Flask framework, due to
its flexibility and fine-grained control. We used Pandas and
NumPy libraries to process datasets. On the client side, An-
gularJS 1.6.9, Bootstrap 4.0.0, jQuery, HTML, and CSS are used
to parse results from the back-end and to render pages.

2.2 User Interface
MithraRanking has four main sections in its user interface,
which we describe in turn below.
Dataset Selection section: The first thing a user has to do
is to specify the dataset of interest. Each tuple in this dataset
is an item to be ranked, based on the values of its attributes.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), users can either select a dataset from
our pre-loaded demonstration datasets or upload their own
dataset to design their ranking schemes.
Fairness Criteria section: This is the section where users
define the fairness criteria. In line with prior work [6, 9, 10],
we define fairness with regard to sensitive attributes, which
denote membership of individuals in legally-protected cate-
gories, such as people with disabilities, or under-represented
minorities by gender or ethnicity. While our techniques ap-
ply to a broad range of fairness criteria [3], in our system,
we define fairness in terms of minimum/maximum bounds
on the number of selected members of a protected group at
the top-k , for some reasonable value of k [5]. Fig. 1(b) shows
the fairness criteria section. The user first should identify
the value of k for analyzing fairness (it is 30% in the figure).
Then the user can add multiple fairness criteria by selecting
(a) the direction to be at most/at least, (b) the percentage, (c)
a sensitive attribute, (d) the criteria condition (=, ,, <, >, ≥,
or ≤), and (e) an attribute value. For instance, in the figure
the added fairness criterion is "at most 50% with age≥ 56 in
top 30%", or the ranking is not fair.
Ranking section: As demonstrated in Fig. 1(c), users can
add ranking attributes from drop-down menus and assign
weights to them using sliders. If they want to change rank-
ing attributes, they can click the “remove” button to delete



unnecessary attributes. At the bottom of Fig. 1(c), users can
specify a value of cosine similarity. This value defines a “re-
gion of interest” [2] around the specified ranking function
(weight vector) within which all weights are equally accept-
able. For example, the value 98% in the figure indicates that
all weight vectors that have at least 98% cosine similarity
with the specified weight vector are within the region of
interest. This region is considered for computing the sta-
bility of the produced ranking by specified ranking, and to
discover the most stable ranking. We also use this region for
exploration to find a fair function in vicinity of the specified
function, in case its output is not fair.
Ranking Results section: The ranking results section pro-
vides (a) the ranking generated by the specified function, (b)
a signal indicating if the generated ranking is fair and/or
stable, and (c) information about the suggested functions.
The reference ranking is depicted in Fig. 1(d), in the form of
a table containing tuples ranked based on the user-specified
ranking function, with a pagination bar under the table for
users to navigate through the table. The fairness and stabil-
ity signals, as well as function suggestions are provided in
Fig. 1(e). As shown in the figure, we list three suggestion
options to the user: (i) the closest fair function, (ii) the closest
function that generates the most stable ranking, and (iii) a
function that is fair (not necessarily the closest) and more
stable than the reference function. There are inherent trade-
offs between fairness, stability, and distance from the user’s
original choice, If the system could not find proper functions,
or the user is not satisfied with system’s suggestions, she
can “explore more” by taking more samples from the region
of interest (of course the user can also apply changes in prior
steps such as input function or region of interest and re-try).

3 DEMONSTRATION PLAN
MithraRanking is accessible at http://mithra.eecs.umich.edu/
demo/ranking/. We will demonstrate it with real datasets:
• COMPAS [1]: a dataset collected and published by ProPub-
lica as part of their investigation into racial bias in criminal
risk assessment software. The dataset contains demograph-
ics, recidivism scores produced by the COMPAS software,
and criminal offense information for 6,889 individuals.

• CSMetrics2: CSMetrics ranks computer science research
institutions based on publication metrics. For each in-
stitution, a combination of measured (M) citations and
an attribute intended to capture future citations, called
predicted (P ), is used for ranking, according the score
function: (M)α (P)1−α , for parameter α . This score func-
tion is not linear, but under a transformation of the data
in which x1 = loд(M) and x2 = loд(P) we can write an

2www.csmetrics.org

equivalent score function linearly as: αx1 + (1 − α)x2. The
CSMetrics website uses α = .3 as the default value, but
allows other values to be selected.

• FIFA Rankings dataset [7]: The FIFA World Ranking of
men’s national football teams is based on measures of re-
cent performance. Specifically, the score of a team depends
on its performance values for x1 (current year), x2 (past
year), x3 (two years ago), and x4 (three years ago). FIFA’s
ranking function is: x1+0.5x2+0.3x3+0.2x4. FIFA relies on
these rankings for modeling the progress of the national
teams [7] and to seed important competitions in different
tournaments, including the 2018 FIFA World Cup.

We use the COMPAS dataset for demonstrating fair and sta-
ble ranking design. Also, using CSMetrics and FIFA Rankings
datasets, we first show that their reference rankings are not
stable. Then, we demonstrate how to find stable rankings in
the vicinity of their reference rankings.
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